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Sonatina Brittany J. Green 

flute and live electronics 
Sarah Jane Young, flute 

 
ImproVariation #3 Dave O Mahony 

Video & Electronics 
 

home feels … different Colin Kohrs 
for solo bassoon and electronic drone 

Thomas Dempster, bassoon 
 

be still and wait without hope Mark Zaki 
Piano with live electronics and computer mediated video  

Maura Zaki, piano 
 

Video Etude: Brisbane Rainforest Walkabout Stephen David Beck 
video with multichannel audio 

 
«Arborescencia» Felipe Tovar-Henao 

birdsong for flute and live electronics 
Sarah Jane Young, flute 

 
 

 
 
Sonatina for solo flute is a single-movement piece that showcases various extended techniques 
on the flute. Written in sonata form, the piece utilizes two sound worlds, air and tongue, as the 
structural pillars that formulate the piece’s ABA form. The piece begins with subtle white noise 
sounds that increase in volume and intensity. Suddenly, the intensity of the white noise is 
subdued as the sound world begins to transition from air to tongue in preparation for the B 
section. 
The B section begins with a low, quiet pizzicato section. As this section rises in volume and 
pitch, the tongue sound becomes more aggressive, transitioning from pizzicato tonguing to 
tongue ramming. The section continues to grow in volume and intensity until reaching the 
piece's climatic point- a bright jet whistle signaling the return of the A section." 
 
Brittany J. Green Described as “cinematic in the best sense” and “searing” (Chicago Classical 
Review), Brittany’s music is centered around facilitating collaborative, intimate musical spaces 
that ignite visceral responses. The intersection between sound, movement, and text serves as 



the focal point of these musical spaces. Her work has been featured at NYCEMF, SCI, and 
Intersection@Art&Science. Recent work includes a residency with the PCS/ECU Young 
Composers Program and a commission from the Margins Guitar Collective. Brittany holds music 
degrees from UNC-Pembroke and East Carolina University. She is currently pursuing a PhD in 
Music Composition at Duke University. 
 
Sarah Jane Young served as Principal Flute in the Amman Symphony & Flute Professor at the 
National Music Conservatory. She performs with the Tallahassee & Pensacola Symphony 
Orchestras, in addition to the Bold City Contemporary Ensemble. She is a founding member for 
chamber ensembles What is Noise, Duo Velocipede, Coreopsis Quintet, & Traverso Colore. 
She teaches at Bethune-Cookman University and the University of West Florida. 
 
ImproVariation #3 My research investigates how the individual creates a musical piece and 
how that process can be enabled, supplemented and advanced with the use of technologies. 
Processes of perception, measurement, mapping of control data and the æsthetic visualization 
of these constructs form the locus of a musical, technological and personal discourse. 
 
ImproVariation #3 focuses on investigating improvisational systems, deploying these techniques 
and building a repeatable performance methodology in software and hardware by using 
compositional procedures/gestures, brainwave mapping and a Eurorack Modular Synthesizer." 
 
Dave O Mahony is a PhD student at the University of Limerick, Ireland. His compositions have 
been performed at the Sines & Squares Festival 2014 & 2016 (Manchester, UK), The Hilltown 
New Music Festival (Ireland), the Daghda Gravity & Grace Festival (Ireland), the Society of 
ElectroAcoustic Music United States 2018 (Eugene Or.) & 2019 (Boston Ms.) conferences, New 
York ElectroAcoustic Music Festival 2018 & ICMA-NYCEMF 2019 festivals (NY), 
ElectroAcoustic Barn Dance (Jacksonville Fl.). He is a member of Irish Sound Science and 
Technology Association (ISSTA) and has an interest in the brainwave manipulation of modular 
synthesizers.  
 
home feels … different is a microtonal sound poem composed around the multiphonics 
produced by lipping up on the bassoon's B-flat 1. It aims to reflect the dissonant feeling of 
returning home after an extended leave. 
 
Colin Kohrs is a queer-identifying bassoon-loving multi-media artist from Madison, Wisconsin. 
By day he works as a Legal Associate for the State of Wisconsin and by night he writes fiction, 
composes music, and creates digital art pieces. Kohrs’s piece “home feels … different” for solo 
bassoon and electronic drone was premiered by Untwelve’s Annie Lyle Mason in September of 
2018. 
 
Thomas Dempster is a composer of chamber, electroacoustic, and multimedia works. His 
music has been performed widely throughout the world, including the Toronto International 
Electroacoustic Symposium, the San Francisco New Music Festival, the New York City 
Electronic Music Festival, International Computer Music Conference, the International Double 



Reed Society, PERUsax, the Navy Band Symposium, Saxofoneando-Bolivia, and numerous 
other venues. Dempster is a recipient of awards, honors, and grants from BMI, ASCAP, and the 
South Carolina Arts Commission, and he has held residencies at the Osage Arts Community 
and the Kimmel Harding Nelson Center, and is a Cortona Fellow. Several of his works are 
commercially available from Potenza Music Publishing, MusicSpoke, Quiet Design Records, 
and Navona Records. He holds degrees from the University of North Carolina at Greensboro 
(BM) and the University of Texas at Austin (MM, DMA). He is director of bands and coordinator 
for music studies at the Arkansas School for Mathematics, Sciences, and the Arts. 
www.thomasdempster.com 
 
be still and wait without hope I said to my soul, be still and wait without hope, for hope would 
be hope for the wrong thing; wait without love, for love would be love of the wrong thing; there is 
yet faith, but the faith and the love are all in the waiting. Wait without thought, for you are not 
ready for thought: So the darkness shall be the light, and the stillness the dancing. 
 
T.S. Eliot 
 
Composer and violinist Mark Zaki's intermedia work often considers how modes of perception 
are changing in modern life.  Probing subjects such as authenticity of identity, self-curation, and 
virtual anonymity, a central question asks about our view of personal interaction in a 
contemporary world.  
 
Many of his pieces are populated with uncanny characters that become fragmented in their 
relationships to their environment and their own identity. His work is influenced by visual music 
practice and music composition, aesthetically referencing visual abstraction, non-conventional 
film, and montage. 
 
Mara Zaki was born in 2003 in Los Angeles. She started to play piano at the age of 4, and is 
currently in the Young Artist Program at the Westminster Choir College Conservatory in 
Princeton where she studies with Alison Neely. A fan of Mozart and Stravinsky in equal 
measure, she is also an avid writer and film maker and is interested in art and performance 
technology.  
 
Video Etude: Brisbane Rainforest Walkabout In July 2016, I was fortunate enough to join a 
sound walk exploring the Mary Cairncross Reserve, a subtropical remnant rainforest not far 
from Brisbane, in Queensland, Australia. The sounds and video from that walk comprise the 
entirety of this etude. 
 
Stephen David Beck is the Derryl & Helen Haymon Professor of Music at Louisiana State 
University. He received his PhD from UCLA in 1988 where he studied with Henri Lazarof, Elaine 
Barkin, Paul Reale, Alden Ashforth and Roger Bourland. He held a Fulbright Fellowship in 1985-
86 to study computer music at IRCAM. Beck composes electroacoustic, chamber and large 
ensemble music as well as music for theatre. 
 



«Arborescencia» circles around utterances of tree-like gestures and representations in music, 
taking the phenomenon of branching as a metaphor or model to derive musical ideas. This 
tendency manifests itself both vertically — timbre and harmony — and horizontally — duration, 
rhythm, and time — with a particular emphasis on the perceptual domain. The listener might 
then be able to notice instantiations of arborescence through the segmentation of the flute 
sound into multiple spectral strands, entangled rhythms that arise from juxtaposition of echoes, 
harmonies that stem and grow from the flute lines, or hierarchically established repetitions and 
fragmentations of sound sequences. Just like in trees, one might also occasionally hear 
semblances of chirps and warbles of the birds that inhabit them. 
 
«Arborescencia» is written for the Mexican flutist and composer Alejandro Escuer, and was 
commissioned by José Martinez and the C3: Colombian Composers Collective through the 
2018-2019 Rainwater Innovation Grant from University of Texas at Austin. 
 
Characterized by a strong interest in engaging the audience on multiple perceptive levels, the 
music of Colombian-born composer Felipe Tovar-Henao (b. 1991) has been consistently 
awarded and performed throughout his emerging professional career. His œuvre, driven by an 
interest in a variety of musical aesthetics, exists mainly within the realms of chamber, electro-
acoustic, choral, vocal, and orchestral music. 
Among recent awards and recognitions are the 2018 SCI/ASCAP Commission, the 2018 
ASCAP Foundation Morton Gould Young Composer Award, Indiana University's 2017 Dean's 
Prize Award, and the Colombian Ministry of Culture's Beca de Creación para la Música 
Contemporánea 2017. 
His music has been commissioned by various ensembles, performers, and institutions, such as 
SCI/ASCAP, IU New Music Ensemble, Colombian Ministry of Culture,  Periscopio New Music 
Ensemble, Andrés Orozco-Estrada (Houston Symphony), EAFIT Symphony Orchestra, among 
many others. 
He has participated in a variety of festivals such as the SEAMUS National Conference in 2018 
and 2019 (US), the 2017 Seoul International Computer Music Festival (South Korea), IRCAM’s 
2016 CIEE Summer Contemporary Music Creation + Critique Program and ManiFeste Academy 
(France), the 2016 Electroacoustic Music Midwest (US), and the 2016 Midwest Composer 
Symposium (US).   
His main teachers include Aaron Travers, P.Q. Phan, John Gibson, Claude Baker, Jeffrey Hass, 
Don Freund, Andrés Posada-Saldarriaga and Marco Alunno. He has also actively participated in 
master classes and received private lessons with internationally renowned composers such as 
Javier Álvarez (Mexico), Tansy Davies (UK), Ken Ueno (USA), Nina Young (USA), Víctor 
Agudelo (Colombia), Kate Soper (USA), among many others.  
He is currently pursuing a D.M. degree in Composition at Indiana University - Jacobs School of 
Music, while teaching as an Associate Instructor of the IU Composition Department.  
 


